M.P. Centre Activities

The 88th uninterrupted monthly seminar was held on 13th August 2017.

Mr Niraj Patil and Mr Vivek Shukla from Havells India ltd. gave lecture on ENERGY EFFICIENT LED LIGHTING SOLUTIONS for Hospitality Industry.

The programme was attended by over 50 delegates.

ISLE MPSC also accorded a grand farewell to its fellow member Mr Anil Pundalik, who was moving to Mumbai on promotion to BARC, Department of Atomic Energy.

The new committee of ISLE MPSC under the chairmanship of Mr Ashok Dubey was also installed on this occasion. The incoming team thanked the wonderful work done by the early team under the dynamic leadership of Mr Vinay Babar. The program ended with birthday celebrations of the members having their birthdays during the month. Hon. Secretary Mr Shailendra Kulkarni proposed the vote of thanks. The event was anchored by Mr Dinesh Wadhwa.

The 89th uninterrupted monthly seminar was held on 24th September 2017.

Mr Prasang Sethi, CEO Lightogram, a young Automation Engineer made a presentation on INNOVATIONS IN LED LIGHTING.

Mr Sethi showcased some of his work of automation in various homes and commercial projects using innovative techniques that had the audience in awe. His work included seamless use of LED in furniture such as dining tables creating dramatic effects. Sensor based effects with LED lighting to facilitate climbing the stairs, glass wall with water bubbles to create serene effects in corporate office and unique signages drew thunderous applause.

The program ended with the birthday celebrations of the members. The programme was anchored by Mr Rajendra Raje and Hon Secretary Mr Shailendra Kulkarni proposed the vote of thanks.

The 90th uninterrupted monthly seminar was held on 29th October 2017.

The 90th uninterrupted programme was a mix of presentation and family get together to celebrate the festival of lights – Diwali and started with the welcome address by the chairman Mr Ashok Dubey.

Befitting the occasion, Mr Rajendra Raje, Executive Director, Lotus Electronics and founder Hon Secretary ISLE MPSC made a colourful presentation on the topic “Light Excites, Lighting Entertains”. The programme was specially designed keeping in mind the audience, i.e families of members. The presentation included pictures to show how cities look dramatically different and lively during night. Mr Raje also showed movies that showed how 4D projection techniques are being used to create dramatic fashion shows. He also showed movie on the recently done dynamic colour LED lighting of North and South block at Raisena Hills in Delhi.

However, the most dramatic and the best part of the presentation was reserved for the end – the wonder of the nature in the form of Northern Lights - a celestial phenomenon. Watching video of this phenomenon was truly mesmerizing and had the audience spell bound. The programme also had cultural and musical programme by the members and their families.

Mr Shailendra Kulkarni, Hon Secretary and his son Rajat entertained with their melodious singing along with Mr Dinesh Wadhwa and Mr Akhilesh Shukla and devotional bhajan by Mrs Rashmi Agrawal as well as by the daughter of Mr Akhilesh Jain, Mrs Divya Agrawal. Ms Salecha, the baby artist won everyone’s heart with her flawless dancing with immaculate gestures.

Mr Vinay Babar and Mr Mahesh Agrawal had the audience in splits with their hilarious poetry. Ms Bhumika Chainani anchored the programme and Mr Shailendra Kulkarni proposed the vote of thanks. The program ended with birthday celebrations and dinner.